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FOREWORD
CENTRE FOR FOUNDATION STUDIES
MESSAGE FROM
THE DEAN, CENTRE FOR FOUNDATION STUDIES
AssalamuaJaikum WarahmatuJlahi Wabarakatuh.
I am honoured to write the foreword for this book: Mathematics for Matriculatian: Algebra,
~d edition.
I wish to congratulate the authors, the team of academics from Centre for Foundation
Studies of the IIUM for their continuous effort to improve and enhance the first edition of
the book. I am sure your generous contributions indirectly provide pathways towards
improving the quality of the teaching and learning at the Centre for Foundation Studies.
As an academic institution, the management of IIUM continuously supports and
acknowledges efforts by the academic staff towards the advancement of knowledge as well
as excellence in teaching. The efforts to publish the adaptation series of widely used
textbooks will definitely enhance the quality of reading materials for students and
complement the work of the course instructors or lecturers.
Lastly, I would like to encourage students to make the most of this book. Hopefully, this
book will also benefit other students taking similar mathematics courses such as those in
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:\Iathematics for :\Iatriculation: Algebra is written for students at pre-university level.
The book aims to provide a comprehensive study of basic concepts and principles of
algebra as required by the local matriculation syllabus.
The wealth of suggestions that we gained from users; our colleagues and students,
coupled v,'ith our experience in the classroom have made us embark upon this 2nd edition
project. Every relentless effort has been made to ensure that the book is readable and
easily understood.
Some of the salient and distinctive features of the book include the use of illustrations to
clarify the meaning of the definitions and mathematical theorems, properties and results,
with step by step explanations of worked examples and an extensive collectiDn Df
questions including applied problems at the end Df each chapter tD help students relate
their learning to real life situations.
The 2nJ edition also contains several enrichments which include boxed guidelines in the
text to help students tackle problems by using a step-by-step approach, addition of
worked examples. a comprehensive summary at the end of each chapter and samples of
cloned-examination questions. Apart from that. answers of selected questions in the
exercises are provided at the end of the textbook,
It is our earnest hope that this book will motivate students to develop a deeper appreciation
and interest in mathematics besides building a srrong foundation in the principles of
algebra,
Last but not least. we thank the academics and students at the Department of Sciences
Programmes. Center for Foundation Studies, International Islamic Cniversity ~lalaysia
(HCM) for their continuous support.
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